Could one step forward take you light years ahead?

The better the question. The better the answer. The better the world works.
What is Robotic Process Automation (RPA)?

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is the use of software that mimics human interaction with core systems, web and desktop application. RPA is an effective cost and time enabler, complementing any digital transformation journey to streamline business processes, achieve profitability and maintain a competitive advantage.

How EY can help:

Where can we use RPA?

The ideal tasks to automate:

- Involve manual calculations
- Require an electronic trigger
- Are data intensive
- Have electronic start and end points
- Have high error rates
- Are repetitive in nature

Our approach

- Proof of concept
- Identify value
- Prioritize
- Agile delivery
- Robotics Center of Excellence
- Rapid scaling

Benefits from using RPA

- Accuracy
  RPA provides accurate results, with precision in decision or calculation.
- Audit trail
  It provides the availability of fully maintained logs, which is essential for compliance
- Cost savings
  RPA can provide cost savings ranging from 20%-60% of baseline FTE cost
- Reliability
  RPA removes the need to account for sick days, making services available 365 days a year
- Return on investment (ROI)
  Typical RPA projects include multiple functional ‘pilots’, but the program is completed in 9 to 12 months with an ROI of less than one year.
- Right shoring
  Geographical independence reduces need to offshore jobs while still delivering cost savings.
- Productivity
  RPA allows the freeing up of human resources for higher value-added tasks.
- Cross-industry
  The standardized procedures make across industries processes compatible.

Application of automation in the finance function

- Sales ordering and invoicing
- Financial and external reporting
- Receivables management
- Payables management
- Financial statement closing

Software robotics can offer you a 24/7 solution which will result in a double-digit reduction in error rates and therefore enhance the quality of your work and cut data entry costs by 70%.
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